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Life Changing! I have been listening to Melanie and Gin's podcast since We started Intermittent Fasting in
October. I have already been waiting for the book to be released because I also stick to a Paleo life-style.
Having read 6 various other IF books, I wasn't expecting to learn much from What, When, Wine, but I
have happily found that I still possess much to learn! Intermittent fasting and a paleo life-style is the
most healthful and free I have felt in a long time. The recipes are amazing, and I can't wait to try some
more of them. The only real problem is usually that with only 1 meal a day, it will take me quite a while to
try them all. What, When, Wine is written to end up being go through from cover to cover AND is certainly
structured as a reference book. This book is very informative and has a an easy task to follow format. I
would suggest it to anyone who would like to end dieting FOREVER while effortlessly losing and maintaining
their pounds. Everything you need to learn all between two covers.This summer, I did a weight reduction
challenge with my friends plus some of us started counting macros. I love her style of writing and can
relate to her ... So excited! This writer was among the first I read when studying Intermittent Fasting.
I've go through extensively on the Paleo diet so I thought I'd skip all that, but I didn't!Her first
publication “The What When Wines Diet” was about what to eat, when to eat it and added wine!!! Her
podcast and reserve have been a huge section of my journey! So that you can see why I was therefore
interested. I paid attention to it on audible and even though I was interested in IF, I wasn’t ready to

commit. I really like, love, love it! In the midst of our frustration that the weight was slow to come off I
pointed out the WWW diet plan. But I go through every term and she was correct, her book is filled with
info that will assist anyone make the best choices. Can it be the miracle of weight loss??this podcast and
the books that the hosts have published have truly been eye opening! I QUICKLY YouTubed every video to
obtain even more info! While it switches into incredible information, Melanie also helps to keep the
explanations simple and easy to follow. Ready to pick Melanie’s brain! I made the Alfredo sauce and it had
been awesome!!So content she updated her book.! A must go through for anyone thinking about or already
IF’ing Melanie’s book is a game changer for anyone seeking to improve their health and well-being. I really
believe that this publication marries the information I have piecemeal learned over the years and offers
given it new life ! While reading her book, I sensed like I was listening to a friend. She has a very
personable, extremely funny and relatable composing style. She says in her intro in order to avoid becoming
tempted to read just equipment of it, as there exists a ton of amazing information on every page.but fell
off the wagon because I felt it was too restrictive in the past.This started my 2nd round in my interest
of Intermittent Fasting. Melanie isn’t preachy or dogmatic. She lays out information and respects that
people all perform what we experience is best for our anatomies. I am thrilled to try all of her delicious
quality recipes in the back of the book and perhaps add a more Paleo way of eating into my life with her
encouragement and research. There’s a huge amount of info in this book, however, Melanie has done most
of the function for you with regards to research and making it digestible. Melanie will a great job of
wearing down the research of IF and incorporating the science of Paleo design eating. She also offers
many different IF choices with the benefits and drawbacks to help you choose what may function best
for you personally. Need I say more? I first browse Delay, Don't Deny by Gin Stephens and was intrigued
at the concept that I did not need to deprive myself of the foods I really like, just needed to restrict my
eating window instead. She brings the research of fasting and paleo to a level that isn’t condescending
neither is it over your head.! And she has a section on wines! Melanie’s book is usually #allthethings and I
encourage anyone interested in health, longevity, anti-maturing and healthy body composition to learn it
ASAP over one glass of wines (it it’s that time). Everything you need to know about Paleo and when! Really

loved scanning this book! It took me 2 days to read it. Melanie writes so well and so thoughtfully that I
experienced like I was speaking with a close friend through the whole book. Read it in two times.) but I've
with Intermittent Fasting days gone by 5 months which was a great find out about it. And having the
ability to discover a lifestyle that is both enjoyable and healthful is everything! I have had digestive problems



since 2013 that began when I was eating a vegan diet and schooling for a marathon. Way to go Melanie! I
really enjoyed your publication and looking forward to more books from you in the future. As a Sommelier, I
was immediately grabbed by the name. I've never said that in regards to a “health” book. I've read some
articles previously but hardly ever really understood the reasons for either. You WILL go through it more
than once.The first version of this book is what got me started and today I’m devouring every page of
the new version on WHAT WHEN WINE! She's a storyteller and the book is so much fun to read. On top
of everything, Melanie doesn't just provide theory, she provides that actual useful advise of how exactly to
put into action Paleo & IM (including wine needless to say) And also provides tons of recipes for meals and
desserts too! I hardly ever write book evaluations on Amazon but i was therefore impressed with this book
i experienced compelled to talk about my thoughts. It literally is what I look at a web page turner. I
entered right into a hormonal nightmare, which I’ve spent the last 5 years healing from. I really appreciate
having the science to support a means to do something (or not doing it). I learned therefore many new
items that I hadn't before. Loved the information Sensible. Well written info which can be incorporated
into anyone’s occupied life. I haven't used the Paleo way of living (yet! Couldn’t put it down. Amazing! It’s
THAT good. Honestly.!!and have miserably failed... I've literally tried each and every diet out there on this
world and the other 8 aswell. I learned about What When Wines through the Intermittent Fasting

Podcast which a pal of mine recommend I pay attention to because she thought I was prepared to hear
the truth. I am self professed health and fitness junkie!.. I came across Melanie on her behalf podcast with
Gin Stephens and binged paid attention to all of them. Her section on coping with the social areas of paleo
IF is a must read for everyone.! Her book is so thoroughly researched, she jokes about a tome-size
reference section. I have been a paleo-follower from 2012-2015... I was tempted to skim through it, as I
am a veteran intermittent faster and eat keto and believed I already knew #allthethings. Melanie, simply
wished to thank you wholeheartedly for all the research you put into this publication, the studies and the
data make sense if you ask me, as I am your physician by trade. I have read so many books by all the paleo
and keto gurus and this one is undoubtedly my favourite.! I really believe that this publication delves into
what to eat (Paleo) and why to eat it. What when wine Fabulous compilation of helpful information. Well
researched, arranged and easy to follow/read! A MUST READ. I really like how this book is written.
Educational and Entertaining. I am doing Paleo for several years and going back 12 months started
intermittent fasting. Yes this is a health reserve Filled with very good info. Melanie has a way with phrases.
I cannot give enough praise for this book! This book, and her podcast (the intermittent fasting podcast
with her part kick Gin Stephans) possess changed just how I look, or I should say, don’t look, at food. I
Recommend BUYING this reserve. Don’t just get it from the library. This book is absolutely
fantastic.!What, When, Wines is something to Like, Love, Love! Intermittent fasting changes your daily life!
What else could you want? Just an FYI, if you are new to IF or an IF veteran, this book fits the
expenses for both. It can such a great work of explaining the technology behind IF, why we ought to
consume paleo, plus delicious dishes and WINE! Many thanks so much Melanie for composing this book. Also
highly recommend her podcast with Gin Stephens - The Intermittent Fasting Podcast - I listen weekly! So
good! Grab one glass of wine and dive into this reserve! FANTASTIC BOOK -- BEST THING I'VE
CONTINUE READING PALEO AND IM I LOVED this book! I intend to buy a sharing copy because I
won't be letting that one out of my sight. The thing I must say i came away with, that was value the
read, is that people really are various different and you have to figure out what realy works for you and
what is sustainable. It's just therefore encouraging to learn how and why your body likes this way of

eating!.Would you this?! Not boring at all, as a matter of fact she adds a little bit of humor. This girl knows
her stuff! What most impressed me about the book was the author's method of making a lot of "sciencey"
stuff quite interesting. I really like her style of composing and can relate to her on therefore many levels.
Because the writer is engaging and makes it very personal. She addresses all the methods to IF (and there



are lots of) to many pages on how best to deal with yourself in social situations and answering close
friends who think your crazy. The recipes look really good, as well. I’mAmazed at her knowledge and love
her personality! What's better is definitely they tell you firmly to contact them straight with any queries.
For me, I've done IF for 10 weeks and I've completed all versions trying to figure out what is doable for
me. I now understand that my body will adjust and since I'm going to be doing this permanently, there's no
need to rush..
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